To: MEXICO CITY

Nos. 692-693

[Two-part message complete]

Part I

Your No. 33°[a]

1. [25 groups unrecovered]

"REMBRANDT"[i]

[17 groups unrecovered]

"[GRINGO]"[ii] [2 groups unrecovered] his trip to [14 groups unrecovered]

, that "GRINGO" undoubtedly knows a lot

[74 groups unrecoverable]

has altered the situation, revealing legal possibilities of "REMBRANDT"s" leaving

MEXICO and of completely detaching him from the other illegals [NELEGALLY].

[15 groups unrecovered]

and even, if it comes to it, allow "REMBRANDT" to take "GRINGO" with him. We

were ready to concede this in order to avoid complications with us and [2 groups

unrecovered] detach her and "REMBRANDT" completely from the rest of the illegals.

[1% We recommend] you [1% to give the task]

Distribution [Continued overleaf]
3. Your proposal about sending off "REMBRANDT"
   [61 groups unrecoverable]
the "COUNTRY[STRANA]"[iii] without the family [9 groups unrecovered] that you
   [67 groups unrecoverable]
   [0% have discovered] a real opportunity of sending "REMBRANDT" to SAN FRANCISCO.
   [168 groups unrecoverable]
   [30 groups unrecoverable]
real possibility of sending "REMBRANDT" off to any country
   [168 groups unrecoverable]
   [168 groups unrecoverable]

No. 5637

Notes: [a] Possibly a reference to M.C.'s External Serial No. 850 of
   17th November 1944 (not published).
   [b] Possibly M.C.'s External Serial No. 859 of 20th November 1944
   (not published).

Comments: [i] REMBRANDT : José SANCÉA PADRO.
   [ii] CRINGO : Mary GROHL.
   [iii] COUNTRY : U.S.A.
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